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INTRODUCTION

Robots today are making an impact on many aspects of modern life, from manufacturing to
healthcare. Many types application of robots such as mobile robots, underwater and flying
robots, robot networks, surgical robots, and others are playing increasing roles in society.

Webots is a three dimensional mobile robot simulator. The Webots simulation software
provides the user with a rapid prototyping environment for modelling, programming and
simulating mobile robots. Simulating complex robotic devices requires precise physics
simulation. Webots relies on ODE (Open Dynamic Engine) to perform accurate physics
simulation.

Webots simulation is composed of the following items:
• A Webots world files (.wbt) that defines one or several robots and their environment.
• One or several controller programs for the above robots.

Webots GUI (Graphical User Interface) is composed of four principal windows : the 3D window
that displays and allows to interact with the 3D simulation, the Scene Tree which is a
hierarchical representation of the current world, the Text Editor that allows to edit source code,
and finally, the Console that displays both compilation and controller outputs.

Abstract
This paper introduces the concept design of an Robotic Irradiated Sample Handling Machine using graphical software application, designed as a general, flexible and
open platform to work on robotics. Webots has proven to be a useful tool in many fields of robotics, such as manipulator programming, mobile robots control (wheeled,
sub-aquatic and walking robots), distance computation, sensor simulation, collision detection, motion planning and so on. Webots is used as the common interface for
all the applications. Some practical cases and application for this concept design are illustrated on the paper to present the possibilities of this simulation software.

WEBOTS MODEL OF ROBOTIC SYSTEM

Webots world file contains all the information related to your simulation,
i.e. where are the objects, how do they look like, how do they interact with
each other etc. A world is defined by a tree of nodes. Each node has some
customizable properties called fields. The Webots Node Chart outlines all
the nodes available to build Webots worlds. All objects in Webots have a
hierarchical structure. Figure left shows the hierarchy relations between all
nodes of the arm robot manipulator.

Webots graphical user interface
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CONTROLLER PROGRAMMING

As mentioned earlier, controller is a programming code used to control a
given robot. This section introduces the basic concepts of C programming
with Webots. A part of controller used for concept design of the irradiated
sample handling.

Every programming language will yield exactly the same simulation
results as long as the sequence of function/method calls does not vary.
Hence the concepts explained here with C example also apply to
C++/Java/Python/Matlab
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CONCLUSION

In this paper user introduced Webots robotics simulation software. The procedure how to construct a 3D model of robot manipulator in Webots is given. One of advantages of Webots is
that user doesn’t need to derive mathematical model of robot every time like in Matlab in order to run a simulation accurately. Namely, Webots relies on powerful ODE (Open Dynamics
Engine) to perform an accurate physics simulation. Hence, it is only necessary to specify physical properties of objects like mass, inertia matrix, dimensions, friction coefficients etc., and
Webots will take care of rest. This allows Webots to simulate complex robotic setups with simulations that can run up to 300 times faster than the real robot.

Another important advantage of Webots is the possibility to transfer Webots programming code onto real robot. Webots User Guide explains how to build your own Webots cross-
compilation system for real robot.

As further research is implementation of the concept design to the realistic robotic system.
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while (1)
{
wb_robot_step(TIME_STEP);
t+= TIME_STEP/1000.;
pos_1= wb_servo_get_position(servo1); pos_2= wb_servo_get_position(servo2);
pos_3= wb_servo_get_position(servo3); double eps_1= pos_des_1 - pos_1;
double eps_2= pos_des_2 - pos_2; double eps_3= pos_des_3 - pos_3;
if(pos_des_1==0 && pos_des_2==0 && pos_des_3==0) { greska/=1000;
vreme*=1000;}
/* Ova naredba se izvrsava ukoliko je telo van domasaja robotske hvataljke */
if((fabs(eps_1)<greska && fabs(eps_2)<greska && fabs(eps_3)<greska) ||
t>vreme) { printf("t=%.3f;\n", t); break;
}
double eps1_1;
if(t!= TIME_STEP/1000.) eps1_1= (eps_1-eps_pr_1)*1000./TIME_STEP;
else eps1_1=0;
if (fabs(pos_des_2)<0.1 && pos_des_3==0) moment_1= Kp1*eps_1 +
Kd1*eps1_1;
else moment_1= 10*Kp1*eps_1 + 10*Kd1*eps1_1; wb_servo_set_force(servo1,
moment_1); eps_pr_1=eps_1;
wb_servo_set_position(servo4, pos_des_4);
moment_4= wb_servo_get_motor_force_feedback(servo4);
double eps1_3;
if(t!= TIME_STEP/1000.) eps1_3= (eps_3-eps_pr_3)*1000./TIME_STEP;
else eps1_3=0;
moment_3= Kp3*eps_3 + Kd3*eps1_3;
moment_3 -= ( M*9.81*L*sin(pos_2+pos_3) + Mh*9.81*0.268*sin(pos_2+pos_3)
+
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A part of controller’s code written in C programming language


